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Global Trends

• Urbanisation

• Growing mega cities

• Air quality major health problem

• Traffic accident global health issue

• Time for commuting

• Desire for time efficiency

• Desire for constant connectivity

• Transportation is the backbone of modern society!



• Safety

• Fuel economy

• Traffic flow

• Improved mobility

• Infrastructure

• Comfort

• Urban planning

AD Opportunities

Autonomous Drivning  will

enhance sustainable mobility!





Volvo Cars: Three Main Pillars Towards 2021 
Our first unsupervised Autonomous Driving car on the market (Level 4)
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• Cameras
• Radars
• Lasers
• Ultrasonic sensors
• Map data

• Cloud Connectivity
• Downloading of map data

• High defined multi-layered map

• Link to traffic control centre

AD Technology
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Cloud connection:
• Linking up with transport control centre.

• Sending data 

• Enables Vehicle to Vehicle VtV and 

Vehicle to Infrastructure VtI

connectivity.

• Opens up for Internet of Things (IoT)

• Share data with other clouds.

3G, 4G, 5G Connectivity



Drive Me - Joint Efforts and Research

Global challenges – Demands joint effort

Drive Me – Nordic model of collaboration

Research platform – How autonomous cars can contribute to a sustainable development

Research with real customers in real traffic

DriveMe: 7 research projects

Traffic Flow
Autonomous

Parking
Fuel Economy

Among the research topics are: 



Test Driving

Road architecture characterized by:

• No oncoming traffic or level crossings

• Pedestrian and bicycle traffic not allowed

• No traffic lights

• Max 70 – 80 km/h

Functionality:

• Highly-automated driving on demand

• Cloud connection

• Secondary tasks allowed

• Certified roads only

• Weather limitations

SAE Level 4



CONSUMER 

RESEARCH

Explorative research

Experimental studies

• Home visits

• Interviews

• Ride along

• Participatory

development

• Safety

• Trust

• Freedom

• Societal trends

• Focus groups

Human Centric Approach to Autonomous Driving

No shortcuts. AD is at core about safety.
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Traffic System Research
Autonomous Driving and City Planning

• ’Liveable’ and 

sustainable cities

• Efficient use of time

• Autonomous parking:
• Area efficient parking

• Feeling safe

• Comfortable and 

uncomplicated

• Trust in mix with

slowmoving cars and 

VRUs

• Aligned with city 

planning.

• On average a car is parked 94% of the time

• Buildings and infrastructure have a life span of >50 years



Autonomous Driving Design Safety Principles

• Safety assesment pillars:
• Safe driving

• Cautious, responsible reference driver using all available information: the 
basic foundation for safe AV driving.

• Risk assessment: 
• Based on data of crashes, simulations and tests for assessing effectiveness.

• Functional safety assessment: 
• Reaching high functional safety requires duplicate redundant systems

• Trust: 
• Public road driving

• Downloaded map enables precautionary tactical decisionmaking to drive 
safely and avoid conflicts.

• Cybersecurity is critical for all connected vehicles



Traffic Safety/ Risk Management

Public Road testing not be the base for assessing risk management. Data gathered from 

previous crashes and assessments on new added crashes are used in simalitions and test track

testing to assess capabilities of handling risks.  
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Autonomous Driving Functionality

Driver out of the loop

A self-driving vehicle must be able to 

handle all situations (and prove that it can!)



Assisted driving
(levels 1-2)

Unsupervised Automation
(levels 4-5)

Clear separation
to avoid driver role confusion

 Provides Automated driving

 Full performance of DDT within ODD
 Geo-fenced for certified roads where safe 

and reliable performance can be 
guaranteed

 Complete freedom of mind and from 
responsibility of driving

 Limited offer because of high threshold to 
required safety and to align with full trust 
expectations from users

 Provides Driver support

 Limited performance of whole or parts of 
DDT

 Transparent and clear system status and 
functioning

 Retained feeling of control and 
responsibility

 Calibrated trust and correct mental model 
needed for drivers to increase function 
safety and usage

 Driver engagement, driver in-the-loop

Manual
(level 0)

 Full manual control of vehicle

 Information to driver about 
driving conditions, speed limit 
and other useful information 
that allows driver to operate 
vehicle safely and lawfully

Keep the driver in the loop (supervised) 
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Unsupervised

Supervised/ Unsupervised Driving
Volvo Cars believe that levels 4-5 are the truly 
safe levels of AV since the driver responsibilities 
are clearly defined.



Customer focus

Simplification

Risk Management

Well-defined Commute Highways

A B

Frustrating commuteNeighborhood Close to 
workYour neighborhood, children,

no lane markings, roundabouts, ...
Traffic lights, pedestrians, 

bicyclists, ...

Well defined use case on city highways



Volvo Concept Car 360c

360 c concept. Vision for the future of autonomous travel.
• Complement to domestic air travel
• Fully autonomous, fully electric car without a human driver. 
• Absence of steering wheel and combustion engine reshaping the
passenger compartment. 

Four potential uses:
• Sleeping environment 
• Mobile office
• Living room 
• Entertainment space



Volvo Concept Car 360c
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Legal Requirements for AV 

• Public road testing:

• Europe:

• Most European countries have adopted AV testing laws.

• Some have stricter specified requirements and some more open and less 

restricted. 

• Present level of laws can be considered sufficient for performing necessary 

testing.

• US:

• Most states in the US have adopted AV testing laws.

• A few states have AV testing laws that are difficult and complicated

• China:

• Only limited AV testing has been approved.
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Legal Requirements for AV 

• Operational vehicles

• Europe:
• Obstacles for launching highly autonomous vehicles: UNECE regulations; ECE R 79 

Steering and the Vienna Convention. 

• Activities for updating R79 and VC have not yet been successful in opening up for 
any level of autonomous vehicles. Only assistance systems (level 2) legal.

• End of term for Working group ACSF (Automated Commanded Steering Function) 
Spring 2019.

• New working group establishing a horizontal regulation will be initiated in 2109.

• US:
• Federal Automated Vehicle Policy (FAVP) covers highly automated vehicles.

• Congress activities (AV Start Act) 

• China:
• AVs for commercial launch not yet legal. Progress may, however, be fast.



Autonomous Cars
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“.”’Driving too fast officer? You

have to ask the self-driving

car about this.’

AD vehicles will be:

• Legal

• Cautious

• Polite

How should we tell

dad we’re taking

away the keys to 

the self-driving

car?

AD vehicles will offer 

mobility to the:

• Blind

• Physically challenged

The technology can also be 

applied to trucks and public 

transportation. Enables: 

• Car trains

• Intermodal transportation

combining individual and 

public transportation



Will We Own Cars in the Future?
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• Order the car from a car pool 

when you need it: 

• Only pay for the mobility

you need for each trip. 

• The car will come to you.

• Drive it to where you want

to go and then ask it to 

range itself to the car

return. 

Peer-to-peer sharing, mobility as a service, short term leasing, long term 

leasing and ownership.



Digitized Infrastructure/ Geofencing

Geofencing through a digitized 
infrastructure and digitized maps 
enables:

• Usage restrictions of AD (Defines ODD = 
Operational Design Domain)

• Zone speed restrictions

• Plug in hybrids use of electricity

A high defined GPS could improve
possibilities to enable AV on snow
covered roads.

Cloud 

ConnectivityGPS



Sharing of Connectivity Data

Passive safety Active safety

Cloud Connectivity

• Slippery road ways

• Road works

• Congestions

• Road hazards

• Wild Life Warnings



• Who is liable for crashes when the car is in control?
• Civil liabilities:

• Matter for insurance companies 
• May be rebutted to manufacturer
• Volvo assumes the liability when car is in AD mode.

• Criminal liabilities: 
• Is the driver liable even when not in control  and no negligence or intent of 

harm?
• According to many national laws in the driver is always in charge and could be 

liable.
• The driver could be charged and criminally liable even is the car is at fault.

• In some European countries the liability laws have been/ are proposed to be 
changed:

• Germany. Driver not responsible when the car is in control. Driver must assume control 
back immediately.

• Sweden: Proposal to introduce ‘owners fee’ that can be rebutted to manufacturer. No 
criminal charge.

• UK is looking at revising its criminal liability laws.
• Volvo believes the driver should have no liability if the harm is caused by the 

car.

Liabilities

2018-10-02
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MEDIA STRATEGY FOR AUTONOMOUS DRIVING, MALIN PERSSON, CORPORATE COMMUNICATIONS



• Autonomous vehicles will bring many
opportunities to the society and to its
citizens and will enhance sustainable
mobility .

• Autonomous vehicles will completely
transform the transportation sector and 
the way we are being mobile. 

• Most of AD development and 
implementation can be done without
significant investments to the 
infrastructure. 

• AD level 4 and 5 are the truly safe and 
viable offers to customers.

Conclusions:

•Save people’s
time and 
uncomplicating
their lives!



In the Future!!
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Today Future



Thank you!




